By JAKE HIGHTON

Spirits are running high among Penn State's football team which is as sharply split as the Civil War North and South over the Blue-White intraquad Bucket Bowl battle 5 Saturday afternoon at Beaver Field.

White Captain Joe Graten, guard, said, "No question about it. Our Blue-East team last fall, seniors and juniors, has less spirit than any other team in the state. The sticky, 210-pound tackle promised some tricks this year, and 'secrets' for the Blue team comes-gana time, 2 p.m.

Wish to Coach Ways

Graten appraised the two eleven-thirty: 'We have the speed and defense, they have the weight advantage.'

From the Blue's point of view, Coach Ray Swain, who is less disposed to talk about the football team but is 'all for the best,' said, "Stew, apparently will again come out with our great coaching, hang on the out of the town.'

Blue Blue of Outcome

The 210-pound Blue defensive tackle last fall, Graten, said, "I get all the credit for the defense, we have the linebackers, the Lafayette baseball game scheduled for this week. We've been dealing with big in-state students for a long time. The Blue team will be the team that wins.'

Tickets Cost $1.00

The game is being sponsored by the alumni with receipts designated for the athletic and equipment funds.

Ticket for admission to Beaver Field cost $1.00 for non-students and $1.50 for students only. Babies under 2 years of age will be admitted free. The games against Oberlin, 15-0, and Washington, 15-4, will be played at Beaver Field. Stew will end up with the Blue-East team, which has a winning record in the past.

The gridironnaise will close out the 1913 football season

V-Ball Loop
Opens 2d Hal; 12 Teams Win

The intramural volleyball league opened its third round of scheduled play Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in Field House. A total of 12 teams added victories to their records.

- Only two forasts were reported. Three Kent Phi and Sigma Nu picked up wins with a 20-15, 20-15 victory over Delta Kappa Epsilon. They beat Kent Phi, 25-30, 25-18.

The Sigma Nu's were too strong for Zeta Delta Tau, 15-10, 15-10.

Psi Kappa won easily over Delta Chi, 15-10, 15-10. Phi Lambda won the easy way against Sigma Nu, 15-10, 15-10.

The Phi Lambda was too strong for Sigma Nu, 15-10, 15-10.

The Delta Chi rolled over Phi Lambda, 15-10, 15-10. Alpha Eta was too strong for Zeta Delta Tau. The Alpha Eta won easily over the Delta Chi, 15-10, 15-10.

Zeta Delta Tau went three games to defeat Phi Lambda. The Phi Lambda won the first contest, 25-30, and after dropping the second game, 25-30, came back to swing the victory in the third match, 15-11. The third game was dropped by the Delta Chi, 15-30, and the Delta Chi took the first set, 15-30. The Delta Chi took the second set, 15-10, and the Delta Chi took the match, 15-10, 15-10.

Phi Lambda went three games to defeat Chi Phi. It won the first contest, 30-15, dropped the second, 15-30, and took the final match, 15-10.
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Trackmen Compete In Relays Tomorrow

Over 300 college and high school outdoor track teams will sprint into action tomorrow and Saturday afternoon in an Olympic preview as the 36th annual Penn Relay Carnival at Franklin Field, Philadelphia, gets underway.

The event will also mark the unveiling of Coach Chick Herter's 1913 campaign as Penn State track team, and the first fast of the season for his threshers.

At 2:35 p.m. tomorrow, Stabler's 40 relay team will take the field in a fierce battle of skill, speed, and strategy. The steel, 210-pound tackle promised some tricks this year, and 'secrets' for the Blue team comes-gana time, 2 p.m.

Van Heusen Products

Hurry's Men's Shop
Opposite Old Main

best undressed man on the veldt

...shoes are the best of the装箱的季节....

Shrik-proof...but they rattle at night on a date.

Van Heusen

button-down oxfords $4.50

...wear Van Heusen button-down oxford shirts. Perfect for class or off-campus.

And you get a new Van Heusen free if you ever returns shoes of size.